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The  pace of  blockchain adoption has 
greatly benefited from its emergence 
during a period of tremendous digital 
growth, leading to disruption in most of 
the industries. Many organizations, agile 
enough to cope with this change, are 
now getting ready to explore blockchain. 
However, there are still a number of chal-
lenges left to overcome. 



KEY CHALLENGES IN
BLOCKCHAIN IMPLEMENTATIONS

Common standards
of working

Participant Onboarding Cost & Processing load
shared between participants

Impact of current
regulation on Blockchain

BUSINESS
CHALLENGES

TECHNICAL
CHALLENGES

Data On Chain or
O� Chain

Scalability Standardization and
integration of the
blockchain into the
enterprise

Data Privacy – Encryption
Vs Selective Sharing



INTRODUCING HCL’S BLOCKCHAIN
PLATFORM: COTRUST

CoTrust Platform�
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HCL can help in resolving some of these challenges by making blockchain viable for 

your business through CoTrust, HCL’s Blockchain Application Platform. CoTrust enables 

accelerated enterprise adoption of blockchain technologies. It reduces time, cost and 

risk by providing foundational capabilities & sca�olding required for Blockchain imple-

mentations. It complements Key Enterprise Blockchain Engines by leveraging their 

base blockchain capabilities like distributed and decentralized ledgers, consensus 

mechanism, ability to execute smart contracts etc. and builds on top of them by bring-

ing reusable business capabilities & domain specific use-cases.

Industry Specific Use Cases,
Domain Specific APIs

Analytics
+ 

Process 
+ 

Content

Security

Reusable Technical (Codelets)
& Business Components



COTRUST PLATFORM:
KEY FEATURES

Managed Platform

Frictionless On Boarding

End to End Security

Structured APIs

Rich Insights



Blockchain technology can be applied across industry networks including Finan-

cial Services, supply chain, Media and healthcare  etc. to transform and disinter-

mediate the Industry and reducing the complexity associated with transaction 

management between parties with trust and transparency.

KEY BLOCKCHAIN USE CASES FOR
FS & NON FS INDUSTRIES

FINANCIAL SERVICES

NON FS INDUSTRY



The CoTrust Pilot program is a 6-week program o�ered 

by HCL that helps organizations to develop a Minimum 

Viable Product (MVP) using Blockchain. Post MVP devel-

opment, it also o�ers CoTrust environment availability 

and support for 8 weeks for clients to experiment and 

define the next steps

COTRUST PILOT PROGRAM:
KICK-START YOUR BLOCKCHAIN
JOURNEY TODAY

This program is driven using a Design Thinking approach 

which focuses on defining the right problem and gener-

ating a use case that solves it

Outcomes of the program include - a working solution 

deployed on HCL cloud or any other infra provided by 

the customer and corresponding code, documentation, 

process diagrams etc

The MVP will be developed in an accelerated manner 

using HCL's CoTrust services



COTRUST PILOT PROGRAM:
APPROACH AND OUTCOMES
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We leverage the Design thinking 
approach, an empathy based cre-
ative framework and mindset.

Design thinking focuses on defining 
the right problem to solve and gen-
erating a use case that solves it. 

DISCOVER+DEFINE
WEEK 1

DESIGN
WEEK 2-3

DEVELOP
WEEK 3-6

Idea prioritisation and
assessment

Use case definition and
assessment

Formulate User Stories,
Persona Maps, Empathy Maps 

Design Customer Journey
& Process Flow

Technical Design & Feasibility
Assessment

Use Case Functionality to
CoTrust Services

Identification & Selection of
Blockchain Engine

Identify Custom Vs Reusable
Components

Evaluating Cloud Platform Options –
HyperLedger on Bluemix,
Ethereum on Azure etc.

Prototype Development

Rapid Iteration with business users
to refine prototypes

Deployment

Demo Prototype 

Detailed use cases 
/ User stories

Process flow diagrams

Journey Maps

Storyboards

Technical Design

Solution Blueprint

Wireframes/Mock ups

Blockchain Prototype solution on
a hosted environment 

Participant key Stakeholders
on-boarded on Blockchain; possible
business transformation,
readiness required

Identify next steps for the program
through a workshop

You Bring: Business Sponsors,
Technology Architects,
Industry Experts

We Bring: Design Thinking
Practitioners, Technology
Architects, Functional Experts

You Bring: Business Leadership
(All important stakeholders in
the value chain)

We Bring: Blockchain Architects &
developers, design Thinking
Facilitators (Creative Coach),
User Experience Specialist

You Bring: Business Sponsor,
Technology Architects & Developers,
Industry Experts

We Bring: Technology Architects &
Developers, Design Thinking
Practitioner, Functional Expert



To know more please mail at cotrust@hcl.com

www.hcltech.com www.hcltech.com/ibm
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Hello there! I am an Ideapreneur. I believe that sustainable business outcomes are driven by relationships nurtured 
throughvalues like trust, transparency and flexibility. I respect the contract, but believe in going beyond through 
collaboration, applnovation and new generation partnership models that put your interest above everything else. Right now 
115,000 Ideapreneursare in a Relationship Beyond the Contract™ with 500 customers in 32 countries. How can I help you?

HCL@THINK 2018
ANNUAL IBM CONFERENCE

This year, HCL’s presence at Think 2018, is themed with an iconic representation of the letters “U & i”. Through 
this coinage, we aspire to represent the growing tide of productive infusion of data analysis, cognitive 
capabilities and intelligence-based decision systems (denoted by the “i”) into the mainstream enterprise 
operational rubric of our clients worldwide (denoted by “U”).

We believe this rapid convergence of technology, processes and people, will create a self-sustaining 
eco-system for 21st century enterprises that will mature to realize value beyond the norm for years to come. 
Most of the 30 HCL solutions being showcased at Think 2018 are testament to this evolving philosophy for 
enterprise solutions that bear a similar promise for the future.

And finally, we also realize that the human-machine capability integration is something that cannot become 
a reality in isolation. In fact, it will be a product of close partnerships (as denoted by the melding of human 
and robotic minds in the visual), like the one forged by HCL and IBM and many others to come. All of which 
will take steps to help create a world that understands the risks and appreciates the benefits of making this 
next big human-inspired technological leap ahead.


